To: All researchers of the RWTH School of Business and Economics  
Subject: AIXperimental Economics in Progress – join the mailing list of the discussion forum!

Dear colleagues,

We would like to inform you about the AIXperimental Economics in Progress (AEP) Brownbag Seminar, a discussion forum open to all researchers interested in experimental economics.

**What offers you the AEP Seminar?**
The AEP provides you with a forum for presenting your experimental design at an early stage. Whether your experiment takes place in the lab, in the field, or is survey-based, the AEP gives you the chance to discuss your research idea and get feedback on many aspects of your study, such as research questions, experimental design, programming, and organizational issues as how to recruit subjects, and payment mechanisms. Additionally, the informal setting and the friendly atmosphere of the AEP seminar makes it the perfect venue to train yourself before presenting your research at external conferences.

Established in 2011 by the Chair of Energy Economics and Management, the AEP has since then taken place on a monthly basis, also thanks to the continued support of the Experimental Economics Group. In the summer semester 2017, we will meet on **Tuesdays at 14:15-15:15 hrs** in the seminar **room 508** located in "Sammelbau", Templergraben 64.

**Who presents usually?**
The AEP seminar attracts researchers affiliated with almost all chairs of the faculty, e.g. Experimental Economics, Game Theory and Behavioral Economics, Decision Analysis, Organization, Microeconomics, Technology and Innovation Management as well as Energy Economics and Management.

**Who attends usually?**
The audience is mixed, ranging from PhD candidates, post-docs to junior and full professors.

**Are you interested in attending or presenting?**
Please send an e-mail to Veronica Galassi by the **21st of April** if you are interested in presenting in one of the available slots. To join the mailing list, receive updates about upcoming meetings or for any other query, please contact her as well. Further information and the schedule is available on the AEP webpage: [http://www.expecon.rwth-aachen.de/go/id/izbd/](http://www.expecon.rwth-aachen.de/go/id/izbd/)

We hope to meet you at the AEP seminar!

Best regards,

![signature]

Prof. Dr. Reinhard Madlener  
Chair of Energy Economics and Management  
Institute for Future Energy Consumer Needs and Behavior (FCN)  
E.ON Energy Research Center (E.ON ERC)

![signature]

Prof. Dr. Özgür Gürerk  
Experimental Economics Group  
Director of the Aachen Laboratory for Experimental Economics AIXperiment